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1. Introduction
Full Electrical Vehicles (FEVs) and Hybrid Electrical Vehicles (HEVs) are vehicles with many
electric components compared to conventional ones. In fact the power train consists of
electrical machines, power electronics and electric energy storage system (battery, super
capacitors) connected to mechanical components (transmissions, gear boxes and wheels)
and, for HEV, to an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). The approach for a new vehicle
design has to be multidisciplinary in order to take into account the dynamic interaction
among all the components of the vehicle and the power train itself. The vehicle designers
in order to find the correct sizing of components, the best energy control strategy and to
minimize the vehicle energy consumption need modeling and simulation since prototyping
and testing are expensive and complex operations. Developing a simulation model with
a sufficient level of accuracy for all the different components based on different physic
domains (electric, mechanical, thermal, power electronic, electrochemical and control) is a
challenge. Different commercial simulation tools have been proposed in literature and they
are used by the automotive designer [1]. They have different level of detail and are based on
different mathematical approaches. In paragraph 2 a general overview on different modeling
approaches will be presented. In the following paragraphs the author approach, focused on
the modeling of each component constituting a FEV or HEV will be detailed. The authors
approach is general and is not based on vehicle oriented simulation tools. It represents a
good compromise among model simplicity, flexibility, computational load and components
detail representation. The chapter is organized as follows:
• paragraph 2 describes the different approaches that can be find in literature and
introduced the proposed one;
• paragraphs 3 to 10 describe all the components modeling details in this order: battery,
inverter, electric motor, vehicle mechanics, auxiliary load, ICE, thermal modeling;
• paragraph 11 presents different cases of study with simulation results where all the
numerical models has been validated by means of experimental test performed by the
authors.
© 2012 Mapelli and Tarsitano; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
2. FEV and HEV modeling
As shown in Figure 1, the whole vehicle power-train model is composed by many
subsystems, connected in according to the energy and information physical exchanges. They
represent the driver (pilot), the vehicle control system, the battery, the inverter, the Electrical
Motor (EM), the mechanical transmission system, the auxiliary on board electrical loads,
the vehicle dynamical model and for, HEVs and Plug-in Hybrid Electrical Vehicles (PHEVs),
also an ICE and a fuel tank are considered. To correctly describe them, a multidisciplinary
methodology analysis is required. Furthermore the design of a vehicle requires a complete
system analysis including the control of the energy given from the on-board source, the
optimization of the electric and electronic devices installed on the vehicle and the design
of all the mechanical connection between the different power sources to reach the required
performances. So, the complete simulation model has to describe the interactions between
the system components, correctly representing the power flux exchanges, in order to help
the designers during the study. For modeling each component, two different approaches
can be used: an “equation-based” or a “map-based” mode [1]. In the first method, each
subcomponent is defined by means of its quasi-static characteristic equations that have to
be solved in order to obtain the output responses to the inputs. The main drawback is
represented by the computational effort needed to resolve the model equations. Vice versa
using a “map-based” approach each sub-model is represented by means of a set of look-up
tables to numerically represents the set of working conditions. The map has to be defined by
means of “off-line” calculation algorithm based on component model equation or collected
experimental data. This approach implies a lighter computation load but is not parametric
and requires an “off-line” map manipulation if a component parameter has to be changed.
For the model developing process, an object-oriented causal approach can be adopted. In
fact the complete model can be split into different subsystems. Each subsystem represents a
component of the vehicle and contains the equations or the look-up table useful to describe
its behavior. Consequently each object can be connected to the other objects by means of
input and output variables. In this way, the equations describing each subsystem are not
dependent by the external configuration, so every object is independent by the others and
can be verified, modified, replaced without modify the equations of the rest of the model. At
the same time, it is possible to define a “power flux” among the subsystems: every output
variable of an object connected to an input signal of another creates a power flux from the
first to the second subsystem (“causality approach”). This method has the advantage to
realize a modular approach that allows to obtain different and complex configuration only
rearranging the object connection.
A complete model can be composed connecting the objects according two different
approaches: the “reverse approach” (also called “quasi-static approach” - see Figure 2) and
the “forward approach” (also called “dynamic approach” - see Figure 3). Figure 2 and 3
show simplified models of a HEV, where V is the vehicle model, GB the gear box, PC the
power converter, B the battery pack, FT the fuel tank, AL is the auxiliary loads block, v
and a are respectively the vehicle’s speed and acceleration, f is the vehicle traction force,
Ω is the EM angular speed, TICE and TEM are respectively the ICE and the EM torques,
ΩICE is the ICE angular speed, fc is the fuel consumption, I and Vs are the electrical motor
current and voltage, ibatt and Vbatt are the battery current and voltage, PInMot is the power
requested by the EM to the power converter, PB is the total power requested to the battery
that is obtained as a sum of the power requested by the power converter PInInv and the
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a Plug-In HEV.
Figure 2. Example of HEV quasi-static modeling approach.
auxiliary loads Paux (PB = PInInv + Paux) and finally iaux is the amount of current requested
to the battery for auxiliary electrical loads. Quasi-static method use as input variables the
desired speed and acceleration of the vehicle, hence the equations are solved starting from
the V model and going back, block by block, to the B model. In the dynamic approach each
subcomponent has interconnection variables with the previous and the next blocks. In this
way each sub-model is strongly interleaved with the others and its behavior has influence
on the total system. The second method requires a higher computational effort but is more
accurate and has been applied by the authors in several cases [2–4]. In fact, using the first
method, the information flux is unidirectional and the equation set is more simpler often only
algebraic. This approach do not take into account the real response and constrain of power
train component. On the contrary the dynamic approach produces also a response that runs
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Figure 3. Example of HEV-dynamic modeling approach.
forward the complete model, influencing the output of the following sub-models. In this
way, it is possible to study the total behavior including the physical limits of each component
and, so, the simulation model is able to describe correctly both the single component and
the overall performances of the system. For this method more complex equations (a few
number of differential equation) or maps are needed. The following paragraphs describe
component by component the proposed method which is based on a simplified dynamic
forward approach that could be implemented using both equations or off-line computed
look-up tables.
3. Battery modeling
In order to correctly simulate the behavior of a FEV, HEV or PHEV it is important to set up
a battery model that evaluate the output voltage considering the State Of Charge (SOC) of
the battery itself. Since a battery pack is obtained by a series connection of many cells (ncell),
it is quite usual to construct a numerical model considering one single cell. The total battery
voltage Vbatt is obtained using equation (1) assuming that all cells have an uniform behavior
and where vel is the voltage of a single cell.
Vbatt = ncellvel (1)
The battery model receives as input variables: the current ibatt required from the electrical
drive model (inverter and electric motor) and the battery temperature ϑ computed by battery
thermal model. The model gives as output variables: the battery pack voltage Vbatt, the
SOC and the power losses PLossBatt. In order to simulate the battery behavior, instead of a
complex electrochemical model, an Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM) can be chosen as a good
compromise between accuracy and computational load. For example a first order Randles
circuit (represented in Figure 4) can be adopted as dynamic model (see Paragraph 3.2); this
model can be easily downgraded imposing R1 = 0 in order to obtain a static model (see
Paragraph 3.1). The circuit parameters can be deduced by experimental test or technical
literature using the method described in [5].
Furthermore it is fundamental to calculate the battery SOC using equation (2) (where Cn is
the rated capacity expressed in Ampere-Hours [Ah] and SOC0 is the initial state of charge)
to evaluate the amount of energy stored into the battery pack.
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Figure 4. Randles electrodynamical model of a cell.
SOC(t) = SOC0 −
∫
t
0
ibatt(t)
3600 · Cn
dt (2)
3.1. Static model of battery
Using the manufacturer charge and discharge charts and the data available for different
temperature (reported as example in Figures 5-7), it is possible to reconstruct the map of
v0(SOC, ϑ) and of R0(SOC, ϑ) and consequently to calculate vel(SOC, ϑ) as reported in the
static equation (3).
vel(SOC, ϑ) = v0(SOC, ϑ)− R0(SOC, ϑ)ibatt (3)
Figure 5. Charging chart for different C-Rates.
A further simplification is to consider the temperature ϑ constant and consequently to
calculate and to represent on a map the vel as reported in Figure 8, as a function of the
battery SOC and the battery current ibatt.
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Figure 6. Discharge chart for different C-Rates.
Figure 7. 1C discharge chart for different temperatures.
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Figure 8. Battery voltage map.
3.2. Dynamical model of battery
Since batteries for traction application are used under heavy dynamic condition with
suddenly variation of the supplied current ibatt, the static model can not be adopted for all the
cases of study where dynamic is fundamental (for example control analysis). Different type
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of ECM have been developed for simulating battery voltage vel where more that one RC block
are used in order to obtain a Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) of order n and a parasitic
parallel branch is added to the ECM to simulate the self discharge phenomenon. Since the
main objective is not to simulate all the battery details but the global vehicle behavior a single
RC circuit for an enough accurate model can be adopted, as reported in Figure 4.
In order to have good simulation results a fine tuning of the dynamic ECM parameters has
to be done. A good procedure for parameter identification, considering also thermal effects,
is reported in [5].
It possible to solve the circuit considering the cell voltage vel , as reported in equation (4)
1,
where the splitting of the total current ibatt into the capacitor C1 and into the resistor R1 is
considered ad reported in equation (5) and the no load voltage v0 is SOC dependant.
vel = v0 − R0ibatt − v1 (4)


ibatt = ic + ir
ic = C1
dv1
dt
ir =
v1
R1
(5)
Finally, substituting ibatt obtained from equation (5) in equation (4), is possible to obtain the
final dynamic equation of the cell voltage, as reported in equation (6).
dv1
dt
=
1
R0C1
(
v0(SOC)− vel − v0(SOC)
(
1+
R0
R1
))
(6)
4. Inverter modeling
Different methods are available in the scientific literature in order to evaluate power
electronic converter losses [6, 7] and to obtain a consequent energetic model. The most simple
approach is to consider the power converter as an equivalent resistive load where the inner
power losses are proportional to the square of the flowing current. Since in the most cases
the power converter assumes the three phase inverter topology the power losses expression
can be formalized as reported in (7), where RInv is the inverter equivalent resistance and I
is the Root Mean Square (RMS) inverter output phase current (that corresponds to the EM
phase input RMS current).
PLossInv = 3 · RInv · I
2 (7)
1 In equation (4) (5) (6) where: it has been neglected the dependency of the circuital parameters from battery SOC and
temperature ϑ.
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The inverter input power can be calculated adding the inverter losses PLossInv to the motor
input power PInMot that correspond to the inverter output power POutInv (equation (8)).
PInInv = PLossInv + PInMot = PLossInv + POutInv (8)
A more detailed approach can be described if the simulation model adopted includes
the control and inverter modulator details: an instant circuit losses model can be also
implemented [6]. The losses are computed considering the basic inverter cell composed
of an Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) and a diode. The inverter is formed by six
basic cells divided into 3 arms as reported in Figure 9.
The instantaneous losses of a basic cell pcell can be evaluated using equation (9) where: pswT
are transistor switching losses, Eon and Eo f f are turn-on and turn off energy, fs is the inverter
switching frequency, ErecD and precD are the recovery diode energy and power losses, vce and
vak are respectively the transistor and diode forward voltage drop, ic and i f are the transistor
and diode direct current ad p f wT and p f wD are transistor and diode conduction forward
losses. The total inverter instantaneous losses are reported in (10). For the IGBT and diode
the typical current Vs voltage curves and the switch on/off energy losses Vs current charts
are shown in Figure 11, 12 and 13.
These curves can be simplified as shown in equation (11) where all the parameters (A f wT ,
B f wT , A f wD, B f wD, BonT , ConT , Bo f f T , Co f f T , BrecD, CrecD) can be deduced from the
semiconductor device technical data sheet [8, 9]. Equation (12) can be obtained substituting
equation (11) into the (10). These equations express the instantaneous losses pinv as a function
of semiconductor devices current.


p f wT = vce(ic) · ic
p f wD = vak(i f ) · i f
pswT = [Eon(ic) + Eo f f (ic)] fs
precD = ErecD(id) · fs
pcell = pswT + precD + p f wT + p f wD
(9)
pinv = 6 · pcell (10)


vce(ic) = A f wT + B f wT ic
vak(i f ) = A f wD + B f wDi f
EonT(ic) = BonT ic + ConT i
2
c
Eo f f T(ic) = Bo f f T ic + Co f f T i
2
c
ErecD(i f ) = BrecDi f + CrecDi
2
f
(11)
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Figure 9. Battery fed three phase inverter
Figure 10. Symbols and definitions for Igbt a) and Diode b).
Figure 11. IGBT current Vs voltage diagram.


p f wT(ic) = A f wT ic + B f wT i
2
c
p f wD(i f ) = A f wDi f + B f wDi
2
f
pswT(ic) = (BonT ic + ConT i
2
c ) fs + (Bo f f T ic + Co f f T i
2
c ) fs
precD(i f ) = (BrecDi f + CrecDi
2
f ) fs
(12)
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Figure 12. Diode current Vs voltage diagram.
Figure 13. IGBT/Diode switching energy vs current.
The instantaneous inverter losses expressions (10) need, in order to be evaluated, the
calculation of the instantaneous alternate three-phase motor current. This fact implies that
the simulation model has to be solved with a very short integration step with a consequent
high computation load and large simulation time. For FEV and HEV power train modeling
purpose such time details and accuracy is not needed but the exact losses calculation is
necessary on a larger time scale. An average approach on an alternate quantities period
can be adopted. In this way a larger time step is enough and the RMS value of alternate
voltage and current can be used. In this method the losses calculation accuracy is assured
and very fast phenomena (evolution during a AC current period T) are neglected. This
approximation is sufficient for vehicle power train modeling and for energy and power flow
analysis. Assuming sinusoidal time dependency for current, as reported in equation (13)
where: IM is the maximum current value, ω = 2pi/T is the current angular frequency and
ϕ is the phase angle between motor voltage and current, substituting the (13) into equation
(12) and assuming that i = ic = i f , the instantaneous inverter losses with explicit time
dependence can be obtained. Averaging the losses on an Alternating Current (AC) variables
period T is possible to obtain the losses mean value [10]. The average relationships are
obtained as reported in equation (14) where: Ts is the IGBT switching period, Tdead is the
dead time between high and low side IGBT switch on operation and cos ϕ is the motor
power factor. The total PWM operation cell average losses PPWM are the all terms sum,
while the total averaged inverter losses PinvPWM are reported in equation (15).
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i(t) = IMcos(ωt− ϕ) (13)


Pf wT =
(
1
2
−
Tdead
Ts
)(
A f wT
pi
IM +
B f wT
4
I2M
)
+ m cos ϕ
(
A f wT
8
IM +
B f wT
3pi
I2M
)
Pf wD =
(
1
2
−
Tdead
Ts
)(
A f wD
pi
IM +
B f wD
4
I2M
)
−m cos ϕ
(
A f wD
8
IM +
B f wD
3pi
I2M
)
PonT = fs IM
(
BonT
pi
+
ConT
4
IM
)
Po f f T = fs IM
(
Bo f f T
pi
+
Co f f T
4
IM
)
PrecD = fs IM
(
BrecD
pi
+
CrecD
4
IM
)
PPWM = PonT + Po f f T + Pf wT + Pf wD + PrecD
(14)
PinvPWM = 6 · PPWM (15)
Since the inverter sub-model receives as input Vs, I, cos ϕ and ω, previously evaluated by
the electric motor model, and Vbatt (the available battery voltage) it can calculate the current
required to the battery iinv and the total inverter losses PPWM. The sequence of equations to
be solved is reported as follows:
1. total power supplied to the motor calculation: PInMot =
√
3Vs Icosϕ;
2. inverter AC phase current max. value calculation: IM =
√
2I;
3. inverter PWM amplitude modulation index calculation: m =
√
2Vs/Vbatt;
4. total inverter averaged losses PinvPWM calculation by means of equation (14) and (15);
5. total inverter input power calculation: PInInv = PInMot + PinvPWM;
6. inverter input current calculation: iinv = PInInv/Vbatt.
5. Electrical motor modeling
The most adopted motors for FEV and HEV are AC induction motors and AC Permanent
Synchronous Magnets Motor (PMSM) regulated by means of a field oriented control or direct
torque control. In this section the models of both motors will be presented using a phase
vector approach [11, 12] and considering the motor field oriented controlled. For both motor
models it is possible to define the input and output variables as follows:
• input: required torque Tre f , instantaneous rotating mechanical speed Ω, battery voltage
Vbatt;
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• output: torque TEM, RMS phase current I, line to line voltage Vs, power factor angle ϕ,
total losses PLossMot, Motor input (PInMot) and output power (Pm), electrical frequency f
and angular frequency ω = 2pi f .
For FEV and HEV power train modeling and simulation a complete motor model including
the detailed electromechanical dynamic is not required; it is better to use a steady state model
that consider the controlled motor including all the energetic phenomena (power losses
calculation). The proposed model include also limits and constrains due to the motor power
supplier, which is based on batteries and inverter, such as maximum deliverable voltage,
power and current.
5.1. Induction motor
For the induction motor the steady state equations [13] are reported in equation (16) where
V¯s, I¯s and ψ¯r are respectively stator voltage, stator current and rotor flux phasors, Rs, Rr, M,
Lk are respectively stator resistance, rotor resistance, mutual inductance and total leakage
inductance, n is the pole pairs number, TEM is the torque , I¯m is the magnetizing current
phasor, I¯r is rotor or torque current phasor, Ω is the mechanical angular speed, x is the
relative rotor slip speed, ω is the AC variable angular frequency and j the imaginary unit.
Equation (16) can be represented by means of the equivalent circuit reported in Figure 14.
The three phase motor is modeled using a “rational” approach that correspond to have a
“single phase‘equivalent” model also for energetic relations and torque expression [13]. In
fact the amplitude of current phasor I¯s and the stator voltage phasor V¯s are related to the
RMS phase current I and voltage V by means of equation (17). The induction motor model
includes also equation (18) where ψrn is the induction motor rated flux, ωn is the rated motor
angular frequency, PCu and PFe represent respectively the copper and iron losses and QInMot
is the motor reactive input power. Equation (18) allows to calculate all the power terms and
stator quantities to be used as inputs for inverter and battery model.


V¯s = Rs I¯s + jωLks I¯s + jωMI¯m
0 = −
Rr
x
· I¯r + jωMI¯m
I¯s = I¯r + I¯m
ψ¯r = MI¯m
x =
ω − nΩ
ω
T = nMIm Ir = nψr Ir
(16)
{
Vs = V ·
√
3Is = I ·
√
3 (17)
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Figure 14. Induction motor steady-state equivalent circuit.


PCu = Rs I
2
s + Rr I
2
r
PFe = PFen
ω
ωn
ψ2r
ψ2rn
PLossMot = PCu + PFe
Pm = TΩ
PInMot = PLossMot + Pm
QInMot = ωMI
2
m + ωLks I
2
s
ϕ = atan
(
QInMot
PInMot
)
(18)
Equations (16) and (18) have to be solved together with equation (19) that define the rotor flux
value as function of the rotating speed Ω and of the rated speed Ωn. Equation (19) represents
the field weakening condition for the induction motor. Furthermore it is also necessary to
control that the torque request Tre f does not exceed the maximum motor torque Tre f Max and
the consequent power request (Tre f · Ω) does not exceed the motor power limit PmotMax (see
equation (20)).


ψr = ψrn if Ω < Ωn
ψr = ψrn
Ωn
Ω
if Ω > Ωn
(19)
{
Tre f = Tre f Max if Tre f > Tre f Max
Tre f = PmotMax/Ω if Tre f · Ω > PmotMax
(20)
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Moreover the global electrical drive limits verification has to be taken into account in order
to avoid that the requested operating point do not correspond to an allowed condition. The
three conditions to consider are:
1. maximum RMS input current Imax that is related to the inverter current limit (as reported
in equation (21));
2. maximummotor voltage limit VsMax that correspond to the maximum deliverable inverter
voltage for a given battery voltage (as reported in equation (22));
3. the maximum motor input power limit PinMax that is related to the maximum battery
deliverable power (as reported in equation (23)).
These conditions have to be verified and imposed after the calculation of equations (20), (19),
(16) and (18).
I =
Is√
3
< Imax (21)
Vs < VsMax then VsMax =
Vbatt√
2
(22)
PInMot < PinMax (23)
The proposed model can be used for off-line map calculation, that can be included in the
simulation model, or calculated directly on-line during the numerical simulation process.
The calculus procedure for induction motor can be summarized as follows:
1. verify if the torque request Tre f is compliant with absolute motor torque and power limit
otherwise saturate Tre f using the (20);
2. solve the field weakening conditions (19);
3. solve the (16), (18) using as input variables TEM = Tre f and Ω;
4. verify the (21), (22) and (23), in order to impose the motor, inverter and battery limitations;
5. if the condition (21) is not respected reduce Tre f , go back to step 3 and iterate;
6. if the condition (22) is not respected reduce ψr, go back to step 3 and iterate;
7. if the condition (23) is not respected reduce Tre f , go back to step 3 and iterate.
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5.2. Permanent magnets synchronous brushless motor
For the Permanent Synchronous Magnets Motor the steady state equation [11] are reported in
equation (24) where: Vd and Vq are the stator voltage phasor V¯s components (V¯s = Vd + jVq),
Id and Iq are the stator current phasor I¯s components ( I¯s = Id + jIq), Rs is the stator resistance,
Ls is the stator synchronous inductance, ψm is the permanent magnet flux phasor. The other
symbols, TEM, Ω, ω and n assume the same meaning that ones indicated in the induction
motor description.
Equation (24) has to be solved, also in this case, together with equations (25) and (26).
Similarly to the induction motor a pre-process operation on torque request Tre f has to be
implemented in order to impose the respect of torque and power motor limit. Furthermore
the field weakening condition have to be imposed to the motor. It consists in setting the
correct value of Id current [12] by means of equation (27). In fact the current Id can be
maintained equal to zero in the constant torque/flux region and has to be imposed negative
in the field weakening zone. Finally also the limit input conditions have to be taken into
account using the same equations of the induction motor ((21), (22) and (23)).


Vd = Rs Id − ωLs Iq
Vq = Rs Iq + ωLs Id + ψmω
TEM = nψm Iq
Ω =
ω
n
(24)


PCu = Rs I
2
d + Rs I
2
q
PFe = PFen
ω
ωn
Pm = TEMΩ
PLossMot = PCu + PFe
PInMot = Pm + PLossMot
(25)


Is =
√
I2d + I
2
q
Vs =
√
V2d + V
2
q
QInMot = Vq Id − Vd Iq
ϕ = atan
(
QInMot
PInMot
) (26)


ψs = ψm if Ω < Ωn
ψs = ψm
Ωn
Ω
if Ω > Ωn
Id =
ψs − ψm
Ls
(27)
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Also in this case the model can be used both for off-line map calculation and on-line
numerical simulation process.
The calculus procedure for PMSM can be summarized as follows:
1. verify if the torque request Tre f is compliant with absolute motor torque and power limit
otherwise saturate Tre f using equation (20);
2. solve the field weakening conditions (equation (27));
3. solve equations (24), (25) and (26) using as input TEM = Tre f and Ω;
4. verify equations (21),(22) and (23), in order to impose the motor, inverter and battery
limitation;
5. if the condition (21) is not respected reduce Tre f , go back to step 3 and iterate;
6. if the condition (22) is not respected reduce ψs, go back to step 2 and iterate;
7. if the condition (23) is not respected reduce Tre f , go back to step 3 and iterate.
In Figure 15 is reported, as example, an efficiency map of a 65kW peak power PMSM obtained
by means of the proposed model, for a 2500 kg mass FEV. The per unit efficiency ηEM can
be calculated using equation (28).
ηEM =
Pm
PInMot
(28)
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Figure 15. Efficiency map for a PMSM as function of torque and speed.
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6. Vehicle longitudinal dynamic modeling
In order to reconstruct the energetic power flow between FEV and HEV components a simple
vehcile longitudinal dynamic model has to be considered. In this paragraph the model
will be described considering the most general case constituted by an HEV; the model of
a FEV can be simply deducted neglecting all the ICE contributions. This model receives
as input the torque given by the ICE TICE and by the EM TEM coming from the respective
simulation models and the gear ratio of the mechanical gearbox coming from the pilot model
and calculate the vehicle speed v(t) and distance covered s(t).
As first it is necessary to evaluate the total torque at the wheels Tw as sum of the EM torque
reported at the wheel TEMw with the ICE torque reported at the wheel TICEw. For this all
the reduction ratios and the efficiencies of the transmission chain have to be considered, as
reported in equations (29) and (30), which are specialized for traction condition (29) and for
braking condition (30). In these equations τEM and ητEM are respectively the reduction ratio
of the EM and its efficiency, τICE and ητ ICE are respectively the reduction ratio of the ICE and
its efficiency, τdi f f and ηdi f f are respectively the differential reduction ratio and its efficiency.
{
TEMw = TEM · τEM · τdi f f · ητEM · ηdi f f
TICEw = TICE · τICE · τdi f f · ητ ICE · ηdi f f
(29)


TEMw =
TEM · τEM · τdi f f
ηdi f f · ητEM
TICEw =
TICE · τICE · τdi f f
ητ ICE · ηdi f f
(30)
Usually for an HEV the ICE has a mechanical gearbox with 5÷ 7 fixed reduction ratios and
the EM has an unique fixed reduction ration. For this reason the longitudinal dynamic model
receive as input from the driver model the correct gear that has to be considered.
In order to define the longitudinal equivalent dynamic equation it is also necessary to
introduce all the resistance forces acting on the vehicle, as reported in equation (31), where:
m is the total mass of the vehicle, g is the gravitational acceleration, fv is the rolling resistance
coefficient, ρ is the air density, Cx is the aerodynamic penetration coefficient, S is the total
frontal area of the vehicle , α is the slope of the road.
Fres = m · g · fv +
1
2
ρCxSv(t)
2 + m · g · sin α (31)
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Finally it is possible to evaluate the vehicle acceleration a, as reported in equation (32), where
rw is the radius of the vehicle wheels, m
∗ represents the equivalent mass of the rotating part
of the vehicle (wheels, rotor, shaft)2.


f =
Tw
rw
a =
Tw/rw − Fres
(m + m∗)
(32)
Using vehicle longitudinal acceleration a from equation (32), it is possible to obtain vehicle
speed and position.
{
v(t) =
∫ t
0 a(t)dt
s(t) =
∫ t
0 v(t)dt
(33)
Finally the EM and the ICE speed are obtained as described in equation (34).


Ω =
v(t)τEMτdi f f
rw
ΩICE =
v(t)τICEτdi f f
rw
(34)
7. Auxiliary loads model
7.1. Auxiliary electrical loads
In order to correctly estimate the energy consumption on a FEV it is important to consider
all the auxiliary electrical loads that the traction battery has to fed.
Particularly the low voltage loads (12 or 24Vdc), represented for example by light, circulating
pump, fan and control units, have to be estimated considering an adequate average value
of power consumption during the trip. The energy for these loads is usually delivered by
the traction battery through a DC/DC converter. The battery current iaux can be calculated
with equation (35) using the power consumption Paux of electrical auxiliary loads, the battery
voltage Vbatt from the battery model and the efficiency of the DC/DC converter ηDC/DC.
2 As example the equivalent mass representing the EM inertia referred to the vehicle can be evaluated considering the
following equation.
m∗EM =
JEMτ
2
EMτ
2
di f f
r2w
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iaux =
Paux
VbattηDC/DC
(35)
7.2. Pumps
On HEVs and FEVs are usually installed liquid cooled electrical traction devices, in particular
motor and inverter. For this reason auxiliary circulation pumps are needed in order to
guarantee an adequate heat exchange between the components and the cooling fluid.
It is possible to estimate the hydraulic power Phy required for the pump using equation (36),
where ρ is the fluid density, Q the volumetric flow rate, g the gravity constant, h is the
total head of the hydraulic circuit and hl is an equivalent of hydraulic losses expressed in
meter of water column. Usually the term hl , that is responsible of a pressure drop ∆pl , is
preponderant with respect to h and strictly depends from the design of the cooling circuit
into the component.
Phy = ρQg(h + hl) = ρQg
(
h +
∆pl
ρg
)
(36)
At last, using a pump efficiency (ηpump) given by the manufacturer, it is possible to evaluate
the electrical power requirement on the auxiliary load using equation (37).
Pel =
Phy
ηpump
(37)
8. ICE modeling
Since an accurate model of thermal combustion process require a wide knowledge of
ICE design (i.e. intake and exhaust geometry, geometry of cylinder, spark position and
timing, . . . ) a map based model is sufficient in order to estimate the engine fuel consumption
and efficiency on drive cycle with a time scale of hundred of seconds.
The structure of the ICE model receive as input the torque request from the energy
management control and the ICE speed from the longitudinal dynamic model and gives
as output the effective torque TICE, the instantaneous volumetric fuel consumption fc and
the amount of CO2 produced. A global structure of the model is represented in Figure 16.
The maps inserted into the ICE block can be obtained directly from the engine manufacturer;
otherwise they can be obtained through experimentally tests using an engine test bench or
directly on the vehicle using the Controller Area Network (CAN) information. An example
of torque and fuel consumption map referred to the vehicle reported in paragraph 11.1 is
reported in Figures 17 and 18.
For the volume L of fuel present in the tank equation (38) can be used, where L0 represents
the initial volume condition.
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Figure 16. Block scheme for ICE
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Figure 17. Engine torque map.
L = L0 −
∫ t
0
fcdt (38)
Other approach for ICE modeling can be settled up using theoretical approaches as reported
in [14].
Finally a rough estimation of the CO2 emission can be established using equation (39), in
which ρC is the average content of carbon in gasoline, MmCO2 is the molar mass of CO2, MmC
is the carbon molar mass and ϕ is a coefficient for incomplete combustion.
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CO2 = fc · ρC ·
MmCO2
MmC
· ϕ (39)
9. Thermal modeling
The different FEV and HEV components and subsystems can be modeled including a simple
thermal equivalent network where each component is considered as an homogeneous body.
The chosen model is a first order lumped parameters thermal network [15] where: Plc
are the total component power losses, Cc is the total thermal capacity, Rc is the total
thermal resistance that represent all the transfer heating phenomena (conduction, convention
and radiation heat transfer), ∆ϑc = ϑc − ϑmean is the temperature difference between the
component inner temperature ϑc and the reference temperature ϑmean. The first order ODE
is reported in equation (40) and the equivalent network is reported in Figure 19.


Plc =
∆ϑc
Rc
+ Cc ·
d∆ϑc
dt
ϑc = ϑmean + ∆ϑc
(40)
If the component is natural-air cooled the reference temperature ϑmean is equal to the ambient
temperature ϑamb. Otherwise, if a forced-air cooling system is adopted, the equivalent
thermal resistance Rc assumes different values as a function of the cooling fan status.
Therefore if the cooling fan is running the Rc = RcON that corresponds to a lower value
than Rc = RcOFF when the fan is stopped. A more sophisticated model can relate the Rc
parameter as a function of the fan speed.
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Figure 19. General component thermal model.
A FEV and HEV liquid-cooling system is often adopted especially for ICE, EM and inverter.
The cooling system is based on an hydraulic circuit where a cooling fluid (usually a 50 % mix
of water and glicole) is pumped into the components to be cooled and in a liquid-air heat
exchanger, wich is usually forced air cooled by means of cooling fans. For these situations the
thermal model of the liquid-based cooling system is to be considered too. Also in this case a
first order ODE reported in equation (41) can be used. The equivalent circuit is reported in
Figure 20 where: Pltot are the sum of the total losses of the components that are liquid-cooled,
Rliq is the equivalent variable thermal resistance of the liquid-air heat exchanger, Cliq is the
liquid cooling system equivalent thermal capacity, ϑliq is the average liquid temperature in
the cooling liquid circuit and ∆ϑliq is the temperature difference between liquid and ambient.
In this case the reference temperature ϑmean for the component thermal model of Figure 19
has to be taken equal to the liquid average temperature (ϑmean = ϑliq). The equivalent liquid
cooling system thermal resistance Rliq is a time-variant parameter since it depends on the
air-liquid heat exchanger cooling fan status. For example can “switch” between two values
if the fan is ON/OFF controlled ( RliqON when fan is on and RliqOFF when is off).


Pltot =
∆ϑliq
Rliq
+ Cliq ·
d∆ϑliq
dt
ϑliq = ϑamb + ∆ϑliq
(41)
10. Driver and energy management control
The model receives as input the drive cycle that the vehicle has to execute; this reference is
given to a pilot model that gives as output a signal representative of driver torque request; the
pilot model acts as a speed closed loop that compares the required speed to the instantaneous
one coming from the vehicle longitudinal dynamic model. Considering the vehicle structure
(hybrid or full electric) and the hybrid control logic, the traction manager control splits the
pilot request of torque between the ICE, the EM and the mechanical brakes, as reported in
Figure 21. In this block, through torque vs speed curves, the required torques, both for the
electrical and for the ICE motor, is saturated to the limit values.
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Figure 20. Radiator dynamic thermal model.
Figure 21. Driver and energy management control block scheme.
At last for the ICE gearbox a simple algorithm to set the correct ratio has to be implemented.
The algorithm increase the gear if the ICE speed ΩICE exceed a certain threshold and decrease
the gear if the speed ΩICE is below a different threshold. It is important to introduce an
hysteresis zone on the speed ΩICE in order to avoid continuous gear shift.
11. Examples
In the current section some results compared with experimental data will be presented.
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11.1. B segment car
In this section a B segment car will be considered; this car, originally propelled only with an
ICE, has been transformed in a PHEV capable to run as a FEV up to 70 km/h and to cover a
driving range of about 40km. The main data of the vehicle are reported in Table 1.
Vehicle data
Vehicle Internal Combustion Engine
Vehicle mass 1100kg Fuel Gasoline
Gearbox ratios 3.90 2.15 1.48 1.12 0.92 Max Torque 102Nm
Final ratio 4.071 Max Power 50kW
Wheel radius 0.27m Total Displacement 1200cc
Table 1. Vehicle data.
11.1.1. Electrical power train simulation
First of all the validation of the vehicle behavior when run as a FEV will be presented. For
this purpose it has been requested to the model to follow the same drive cycle executed using
prototypal vehicle during experimental tests; this drive cycle is reproduced in Figure 22.
Electrical traction system data
Battery Inverter Motor
Element type Li-Ion VDC 80 − 400V Type Induction
Number of elements 60 Typology FOC Peak Power 30kW
Rated Capacity 50Ah Rated Current 234A Rated Speed 2950rpm
Rated Voltage 222V Max Current 352A Rated Voltage 105V
Min. Voltage 252V Aux Supply 12VDC Rated Current 70A
Max. Voltage 192V Cooling Water No Load
Curr.
33.6A
Total Energy 11, 1kWh Pole number 4
Max. Power 30kW Cooling Water
Table 2. Electrical traction system data.
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Figure 22. Electrical drive cylce.
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Figure 23. Electric motor power.
Using the cycle represented in Figure 22 it is possible to validate the battery model in
terms of total voltage vbatt and in terms of current ibatt. The comparison between the
model simulation results and the experimental data is shown in Figures 26 and 27. In
the over mentioned figures it is also reported the energy consumption E evaluated through
the acquired data and through the output of the vehicle’s model. The comparison shows
a good correspondence between the simulation and experimental data; as consequence
the kilometric energy consumption is also well estimated by the model. Furthermore it
is possible to validate the electrical motor model by numerical-experimental comparison
performed considering the output power, as reported in Figure 23, the phase current and
line to line voltage, as reported respectively in Figures 24 and 25.
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Figure 24. Motor phase current.
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Figure 25. Motor phase to phase voltage.
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Figure 26. Simulated battery data.
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Figure 27. Real battery data.
11.1.2. Hybrid power train simulation
At last it has been implemented a Start&Stop strategy on the prototypal vehicle. This very
simple strategy ask to the electrical drive traction system to propel the vehicle up to a speed
threshold set to 32 km/h; above this speed threshold the vehicle is propelled by the ICE motor.
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Figure 28. Drive cycle with superimposed the ICE status
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In the upper part of Figure 28 it is shown the drive cycle used to validate the model in the
Start&Stop mode and in the lower part it is shown the torque request repartition between the
electrical motor and the ICE motor.
Finally in Figures 29 and 30 it is reported the comparison of experimental data and simulation
results obtained using the drive cycle and the strategy reported in Figures 28.
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Figure 29. Battery power.
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11.2. Commercial vehicle
In this section a full electric commercial van will be considered. Its main characteristics are
reported in Table 3.
As done for the previously described PHEV it has been requested to the simulation model
to cover the same driving cycle executed by the prototypal vehicle (Figure 31).
Finally in Figures 32 and 33 are reported some comparison between simulated data and
experimental ones; in particular Figure 32 refers to the EM torque and Figure 33 refers to the
total battery current ibatt.
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Full Electric truck data
Vehicle Battery
Vehicle mass 2500kg Element Type Li-Ion
Final ratios 3.75 Number of elements 68
Wheel radius 0.325 Rated Capacity 90Ah
Max weight 3500kg Rated Voltage 217
Inverter Electrical Motor
VDC 80 − 400V Type Induction
Typology FOC Peak Power 60kW
Rated Current 240ARMS Rated Speed 2400rpm
Max Current 350ARMS Rated Voltage 115V
Aux Supply 12VDC Rated Current 200A
Cooling Water No Load Curr. 95A
Pole number 4
Table 3. Electrical traction system data.
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Figure 31. Drive cycle for the full electric commercial vehicle.
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Figure 33. Total battery current ibatt.
12. List of Acronyms
HEV Hybrid Electrical Vehicle
RMS Root Mean Square
PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electrical Vehicle
FEV Full Electrical Vehicle
SOC State Of Charge
IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
EM Electrical Motor
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
CAN Controller Area Network
ECM Equivalent Circuit Model
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
FOC Field Oriented Control
AC Alternating Current
PMSM Permanent Synchronous Magnets
Motor
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
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